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Students help support Invisible Children cause

By: Paige Whitney
Staff Reporter

A film making adventure has evolved into a world-wide effort to aid Ugandan children

Keeping Connected

News around the World:

-New, more graphic commercials
for non-smokers are on their
way: Federal Health of�icials plan
on making health risk commercials
about smoking that include pictures
that depict dead bodies, cancer patients and diseased lungs. (www.
abc.go.com)
-Sixth largest U.S school district
is put into lockdown do to threat:
Schools in Florida’s Bromward
County are put under lockdown after a call came in threatening to
start shooting at one of the schools.
(news.blog.cnn.com)
-New Windows 7 phone sells out
�irst day: The HTC and Samsung
phone on AT&T and T-Mobile sold
40,000 in the �irst 24 hours. (www.
�iercemobileit.com)
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Senior Mariette Huls, one of the leaders of the Invisible Children Organization explain the importance of what they’re providing for children in Uganda.

In 2003, three young filmmakers from California, Jason Russell, Bobby Bailey and Laren Poole,
traveled to Africa in search of a story for a documentary. Their experience inspired them to start
Invisible Children, a non-profit organization that
raises money for children in northern Uganda by
raising awareness through schools in the Western
World.
In northern Uganda, war has continued for 23
years between the government of Uganda and a
rebel group called the Lord’s Resistant Army. This
rebel group terrorizes the villages of Uganda, trying to recruit soldiers. Since people refuse to join
the rebel group, the rebels abduct children for
their army. Invisible Children is trying to prevent
this crime.
“Their destination was Darfur but they could
not get access to that area so on their way back
they stumbled upon a situation in Uganda where
children were being forced to hide out at night to
escape the rebels,” said Mr. Anderson, who is the
teacher overseeing the club.
The Invisible Children program has started a
movement called Schools for Schools. In Uganda,
the children cannot go to school. Their schools are
not safe because that is one of the first places that
the rebels look for children. They have to learn on
their own or not at all.
“The children were really interested in education. The three men decided that is how they

would help. They wanted to build safe schools for
the children,” said Anderson.
Schools for Schools involves many high schools
to help fundraise and provide a safe learning environment for the children of Uganda.
The Invisible Children program was held at Lake
Stevens High School two years ago and has been
started again this year. The club held their first
meeting on October 27th where they discussed different fundraisers.
“At our first meeting we talked about fundraising
and one idea was a coin drive. Another idea was an
international bake sale. Our idea was that all the
foreign exchange students would come together
and make baked goods from their countries,” said
senior Kali Henson.
There are posters hanging up around the school
that encourage the students to join. This club is
student run and needs the support of the whole
school. The club’s goal is to raise awareness about
Invisible Children and encourage people to donate
and fundraise.
“People should join because it is something important. We are giving these children a chance to
gain an education and express themselves. They
should not have to worry about being safe,” said
Henson.
Even though the situation in Uganda isn’t new,
most people don’t realize what is happening which
is why raising awareness is vital for this cause.

Cholera outbreak complicates reconstruction in Haiti

-Teenagers texting habits are
being considered gateways to
drugs and alcohol: Kids sending
more then 120 messages a day are
40% more likely to try smoking,
43% more likely to binge drink, 41%
more likely to use illicit drugs and
more. (www.businessweek.com)
-Drink called “blackout in a can”
has been banned in Washington
state: After hospitalizing nine students in one month, Washington is
the second state to ban the highly
caffeinated drinks. (www.reuters.
com)
-Deep freeze saves mom’s life:
A North Carolina woman suffered
from a heart attack and was legally
dead for 15 minutes. She was revived
after being deep frozen for two days.
(www.comcast.net)
-ADHD reports keep getting
higher and higher: Children and
teenagers ages 4-17 with ADHD has
increased from 7.8% in 2003 to 9.5%
in 2007. (www.medpagetoday.com)
By: Jennifer Rojas
Staff Reporter

Deadly disease infects main water supply killing over 700 and infecting more than 10,000 people
As Haiti still recovers from January’s earthquake, their problems continue to grow. Not only
are citizens living in tents, but now they are concerned with cholera.
Cholera is a bacterial disease of the small intestine; main symptoms are diarrhea, vomiting,
fever and abdominal pain. This bacterial disease
can be transmitted by contaminated water or
food. The diarrhea and the vomiting lead to rapid
dehydration. The primary solution is rehydration
treatment. In late October cholera broke out in
Haiti killing at least 700 people and hospitalizing about 10,000. The disease started in the Saint
Marc region, which is 62 miles north of Haiti’s
capital, Portau-Prince.
The damage from the earthquake has played
a part in the outbreak of the contagious disease.
People left homeless have been forced to live in
poor conditions that let the bacteria grow. Another factor thought to be the reason of the spreading of Cholera is the Artibonite River. Local people
were alerted not to drink untreated water from
the river because it would spread the disease.
Many people are attempting to slow down

the fatal illness. The International Medical Corps
(IMC) is helping control the outbreak by setting
up automobile clinics with doctors and nurses in
contaminated zones.
In order to decrease the spread of cholera,
more people need to take action.
“I think we could contribute by getting kids
from our school to gather together and get the
news spread to our student body about what’s going on. After doing that I think we could start doing fundraisers, such as selling candy, car washes
etc. and get our community involved with it too.
This way we can raise money to donate towards
research for new medicines to prevent and cure
the disease,” said junior Priscilla Trivisonno.
The IMC’s medical teams are teaching health
professionals in Haiti how to identify and treat
the disease as well as proper hygiene and safe
water.
“I think it’s a good idea that they are teaching
them about hygiene, this way they will be safer
and won’t catch any diseases,” said junior America Martinez.
“We are confident we can bring [the cholera
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Three little boys try to take home some clean water.

outbreak] under control,” said Dr. Tom Wood,
an epidemiologist, to Russ Jones from Christian
Press.
People are scared that if the disease reaches
the capitol of Haiti then the people still living in
tents will be infected.
The South Carolina-based Water Missions International is contributing to the cause and making a difference by distributing soap and adding
extra chlorination in the water.

Seventeen Washington schools come together to improve student life

news3

By: Riley Fraser
Staff Reporter

Approximately 200 ASB and Leadership members from Washington’s west coast high schools converge to collaborate
Last year’s food drive was a monumental
success, raking in almost 30 thousand cans of
food. Additionally, nearly 800 presents were
donated to the Giving Tree. While such a prosperous bounty is indeed a proud moment
for Lake Stevens High School and its student
body, it might not have been possible without
the program known as Interhigh.
An attempt to share ideas and events between Leadership students at other schools,
Interhigh is a program in which student representatives from the surrounding 3A and 4A
level schools in Washington come to a host
school to share their respective ideas about
how to manage events at their school, such as
assemblies, fundraisers, lunchroom activities
and more. Later this month, the Lake Stevens
Leadership team will be hosting the program
on the LSHS campus.
“It happens two to three times a year,” said
LSHS Leadership teacher Joe Cronin. “And
one school puts it on each time, and this time
we’re having it here.”
The last time Lake Stevens was the site
for Interhigh was in the early 2000’s, before
Cronin became the Leadership teacher. This is
his first year hosting Interhigh, and he is very
excited about the program.
“The cool thing about Interhigh is just getting ideas, giving your ideas out about what
you do well and using their ideas to better
promote things here at Lake Stevens,” said
Cronin.
This program has been responsible for
many improvements at LSHS. As mentioned
above, the food drive was a resounding success last year, due to the idea of adding a competitive edge to the donations.
“It became Band versus DECA versus FCCLA versus Leadership versus whatever,” said
Cronin. “It was making the whole thing very
competitive, and was bringing in a lot more
food.”
Interhigh has also influenced programs
such as the Mr. LSHS pageant. Two years ago,
this contest wasn’t the popular event it is to-

Bin Laden releases new video
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Juniors Jordan Scott, Kari Green and Bridget Kyle work diligently on Interhigh decorations for visiting Leadership
students.

day. However, after that year’s Interhigh, the
program underwent some changes; primarily,
participants began creating their own promotions for the pageant. As a result, there was a
large increase in the attendance.
Naturally, an event this big takes planning,
and a simple look at Mr. Cronin’s whiteboard
proves that. It is currently full of schedules
that put various Leadership students into
groups to set up to manage concessions and
activities during the event. Senior Josh Lund
is a Leadership student on the committee to
decorate the PAC for Interhigh.
“The PAC is where all the Interhigh kids
first meet,” said Lund. “We’re putting up a
backdrop, and we’re making a big welcome

By: Austin Carlton
Staff Reporter
On October 27th Osama Bin Laden released a new audiotape threatening France with terrorist attacks. The tape
claims that France is being targeted for several reasons, for
one France recently banned the wearing of the niqab (face
covering part of the burqa) and other Islamic garb which
covers the full body in public.
Bin Laden referenced this in his most recent tape saying,
“If you want to tyrannize and think that it is your right to ban
the free women from wearing the burqa, isn’t it our right to
expel your occupying forces, your men from our lands by
striking them by the neck?”
Another “motive” Bin Laden claimed for his threatened
attacks is the presence of French soldiers in the Middle East.
Currently 3,750 French soldiers are in Afghanistan.
“The only way to safeguard your nation and maintain
your security is to lift all your injustice and its extensions
off our people and most importantly withdraw your forces
from Bush’s despicable war in Afghanistan,” said Bin Laden
in his newest tape.
The new tapes have put French security forces on high
alert, in attempt to prevent any attacks that could possibly
be in the works. Though the threats are being taken seriously, some within France still believe France should not
overreact to the new tape. One member of the French Socialist Party cautioned government officials to not give in
to the tape’s demands. The United States government also
issued a warning to Americans telling them to be cautious
when traveling to Europe due to these threats and others
like them.
At LSHS people are divided on whether they take the
threats seriously or not. Many are unsure whether France
has even done anything that could make them a target.
“Who would attack France? They hardly have an army?”
said senior Aaron Britton.
Still other students here at LSHS feel that Bin Laden is
probably posturing to increase anxiety.
“I don’t doubt he could, but I think he is also trying to
keep people in fear, and show that Al-Qaeda is still relevant,”
said senior Sarah Carpenter.

banner with all the schools’ names on it.”
The biggest concern for the Leadership
team is the timing of the program. Interhigh
is scheduled to take place on November 18th,
during school hours.
“The last Interhigh I went to was at Mount
Lake Terrace, and they didn’t have school that
day,” said Lund. “That worked out fine because they could use the entire school. Here,
students will be going back and forth to class,
so it could get a little confusing.”
So brace yourself for November 18th, when
approximately 200 additional students will
converge on campus to share their enthusiasm and wealth of ideas to continue to improve high school campuses.

Don’t Ask Don’t Tell policy reinstated
American progress halted yet again
It seemed as though there had been
a triumph for American rights on October 12, 2010. The United States military
was ordered to stop enforcing the Don’t
Ask Don’t Tell policy. Instated during
the Clinton administration in 1993, this
policy states that openly gay or lesbian
civilians may not apply to serve in the
U.S. Armed Forces. If gays and lesbians
wanted to be involved in any U.S. service branch, they had to keep their sexual orientation to themselves or face
the possibility of being discharged.
“I think homosexuals should be able
to serve in whatever service they want,”
said senior Nicholas Sheets. “It doesn’t
directly hurt the soldiers’ camaraderie
or anything, it just weirds some people
out. And I think those people should get
over it.”
On September 9th 2010, District
Court Judge, Virginia Phillips, ruled
that this policy was unconstitutional.
After months of political debate, a federal judge ordered military recruiters to accept homosexual applicants.
However, a week later on October
20th, three members of the San Francisco federal appeals court froze Judge
Phillips’ injunction, and the policy was
temporarily reinstated. As part of the
reinstatement, any person discharged
based on sexual preference must now
be approved by the service secretary of
that particular service.

by Riley Fraser
Staff Reporter

“The order is stayed temporarily in
order to provide this court with an opportunity to consider fully the issues
presented,” stated the three-judge panel overseeing the case in an interview
with Hall News.
The panel also stated that both sides
had until October 25th to submit their
arguments in response to the stay of
court order. The Defense Department is
also currently examining the possible
results of repealing the law, and will
submit its report on the most efficient
way to permanently end the policy on
December 1st 2010. One long-range
plan they are considering would include new training conducts to ensure
that all military personnel, including
other applicants, are informed on new
policies and procedures, and the ability
to assist any personnel with matters of
housing, training, and benefits pertaining to gay and lesbian servicemen and
women.
According to PBS News, President
Barack Obama is currently urging Congress and the executive branch to permanently end the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell
policy.
“It has to be done in a way that is
orderly, because we are involved in a
war right now,” President Obama said.
“But this is not a question of whether
the policy will end. This policy will end,
and it will end on my watch.”
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A Lake Stevens High School all-star athlete

by Jennifer Rojas
Staff Reporter

Darin Nettleton runs with a spirit as fiery as his red hair
Many students come to school
and fail to recognize the hard
work and skills of their fellow
students. It is a great achievement for a student to play sports
and still keep up with his or her
school work on a daily basis. Senior Darin Nettleton is one of
those students that is considered
an all-star athlete.
Not only is Nettleton in Cross
Country, but he is also the team
captain of the Vikings’ Cross
Country Team. Nettleton may not
be the number one runner, but
he was chosen to be a leader because he is persistent in trying to
improve the team. Nettleton has
been running since the track season of eighth grade.
“Mr. Rothgeb from Northlake
started my running career,” said
Nettleton.
After running for so long, Nettleton has acquired many memories.
“One of my best memories
would probably be when senior

Nicholas Sheets found a fishing
pole in the lake, reeled it in and
caught a fish, then handed the
fish to Johnny Bywater [recently
graduated] who punched the fish
in the head to kill it, then ate it
that night for dinner almost raw,”
said Nettleton.
For Nettleton this running season was great and an experience
that won’t be forgotten.
“I feel like I have come a long
way, and that I ran pretty well,
and it was a great end to my high
school cross country experience,”
said Nettleton.
In addition to running, Nettleton has a passion for music and
is a drum major for LSHS. Sometimes he conducts the Vikings’
band during performances,
which is a big responsibility for
him.
This year Nettleton is taking
physics, UW Spanish, Calculus
BC, band, and Honors CWI.
He has a GPA of 3.93, and he
has never achieved less than an

A- in any of his classes. How does
he do it? How does he balance
his AP classes and his athletic endeavors?
“I balance by not having a social life, planning ahead, and not
postponing work,” said Nettleton.
Many people support Nettleton in his life. Coach Ernie Goshorn, his youth pastor, cross
country teammates, and kids at
his youth group are the ones that
are always there when he’s in
need.
Nettleton wants to go to a
Christian college, which will take
him a step closer to accomplishing his goal of becoming a civil
engineer and helping underdeveloped countries by providing
Photo courtesy of Aria Wexler
basics like water and bridges. Darin Nettleton gives it his all while
Another goal he has is to master competing at Mariner High School.
Spanish.
There is no doubt that Nettle- Lake Stevens can be proud that
ton is an all-star athlete. He ex- he represents our school.
hibits all the qualities that an
all-star athlete should have, and

Girls’ soccer scores major goal Concussion rules put into play
by Hailey Nobach
Staff Reporter
September 7, 2010, was the nior Mariette Huls.
first game for the Girl’s Varsity
They ended up with a tie to
Soccer Team against Shorecrest Snohomish but lost in the shoot
and was also a start to an im- out, so the final score was 1-0.
pressive season. As of November
Even though they lost at dis3, 2010, the girls had 11 wins, 2 tricts they still had a place in
losses and 2 ties. These stats sent state, so on November 9th, 2010,
they were ready to play at Puyalthem to districts.
Districts took place on Novem- lup’s Sparks Stadium. The results
ber 4th. On the night of districts, were to their benefit, the final
the LSHS Girls’ Varsity Soccer score was 1-0.
“This is the team that has the
Team was preparing mentally
most success compared to what
and physically for a big game.
“I was completely focused [on they were expected to do,” said
the game] and felt good,” said se- Head Coach Andy Knutson.

The girls make it to state
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The Lady Vikings soccer team gathers during practice to commemorate their
accomplishment.
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Scott Flanders and Kaleb Allinson show school support by wearing Lake Girls
Soccer T-shirts.

New NFL rules help protect players
A blow to the head can cause
more than just a headache. If
helmet-to-helmet contact occurs
on the field, a flag will be thrown,
the player will be penalized and
then later fined by the NFL.
The National Football League
is doing its best to minimize concussions during practices and
games.
A new rule has been made in
the wake of a recent abundance
of head injuries. Week six of
this season, two starting quarterbacks, Ben Roethlisberger of
the Pittsburgh Steelers and Kurt
Warner of the Arizona Cardinals,
sat on the bench due to head
injuries. Also during week six,
Cleveland Browns running back,
Jamal Lewis’ NFL career was
ended due to his post-concussion
symptoms.
The rule says that players who
show significant symptoms of a
concussion (poor balance and
amnesia), must be removed from
the playing field immediately.
Other players who have minor
symptoms (dizziness and a headachy feeling) may return to the
game unless the symptoms con-

by Tatum McLeod
Staff Reporter

tinue.
With inspiration of the new
concussion policy, the football
helmet company Xenith has designed a new helmet to help minimize concussions.
It is lined with thermoplastic pads designed to absorb the
blow, slow the acceleration of
the head, and prevent the jarring
motion that causes concussions.
The thermoplastic pads are very
flexible and can accept a wide variety of forces and then instantly morph back into its original
shape.
Senior Bryson Daggett believes
the new helmets will help protect
him from further injuries.
“Me and my friend bought
them and it’s the best helmet I
have had,” said Daggett.
On the other hand, junior
Christian Gasca is not convinced
the new helmets are an improvement from the normal issued
helmets.
“To be honest, it looks less safe
to me,” said Gasca.
Regardless, players should
take all precautions to protect
their brains.
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The popular Harry Potter sport comes to Lake Stevens
Students create a new version of quidditch that doesn’t require special effects
Students at LSHS have taken an
interest in a new, unconventional
sport, quidditch. The inspiration
for the sport is the Harry Potter
series. Senior Sadie Schwarzmiller began quidditch last year in
the spring.
“The idea was started between
Kaila Alford, Ashleigh Bortles
and I because we had done costume soccer and that was a lot of
fun and I love Harry Potter,” said
Schwarzmiller.
The first game of quidditch
took place last year in Seattle, the
game was localized in the second
event on October 24th at the Lake
Stevens Community Park.
The sport is true to the Harry
Potter model.
“It’s a passing sport. The
bludgers interfere with the passing of the quaffle by the chasers
and the beaters try to stop them,”
said Schwarzmiller.
Two teams compete against
each other; each team consists of
three chasers, two beaters, one
keeper, one seeker and ideally
three subs. The two bludgers are
played by people, and they try to
keep the chasers away from the
quaffle; the beaters don’t have a
team. The golden snitch is also
played by a person, usually someone fast, because the seekers of

each team try to catch the snitch.
The objective of the sport is to
score the most points. The Chasers take the quaffle down the
field and try to score by getting
it through the hoops of the other team, past that teams keeper.
Each goal made through the
hoops by the teams chasers is
worth 10 points.
The seeker’s job is to catch
the golden snitch three times
to earn 150 points for his/her
team. Once one seeker catches
the snitch three times the game
end and the team with the most
points is the winner.
Each team also appoints a
team captain; senior Kodie Dower formed the team Hipsterz for
the most recent game.
“I recruited people for the team
and chose the team colors so far,”
said Dower.
Quidditch is a new and intriguing sport, and those who
have played say only good things
about it.
“It’s like ultimate Frisbee but
cooler. There is more contact,
and it’s fast paced. You can’t truly
appreciate it until you do it yourself,” said Dower.
Schwarzmiller hopes the sport
will catch on.
“You get out there thinking

Girls’ swimmers find glory
Lady Vikings place in districts
and head to state
Congratulations go out to the
Girl’s Swim Team which qualified
for both districts and state.
“It was the largest group [of
girls] we have ever taken. We
took 17 girls and 12 qualified
for finals, which is pretty amazing,” said Head Coach Sarah Summers.
Juniors Kelsey Fallstrom and
Madeline Summers qualified for
state before districts even occurred.
“I was really excited,” said M.
Summers. “I had already qualified
for state and broke the school record in the 100 backstroke.”
Fallstrom and M. Summers
both participated in the 200 yard
medley relay and the 400 yard
free relay.
The 200 medley relay team
consisted of Fallstrom, Summers,
junior Hannah Aikman and junior Lindsay Vanderhoff. The
girl’s took fourth place in district
finals.
“I love going to districts. The
championship meet season is so
much fun because you can really see how people are doing [in
their races],” said Aikman.
The 400 relay team placed second against Marysville. The team
consisted of Fallstrom, Summers,
Vanderhoff and freshman Felicity Speirs.

by Hannah Bartow
Sports Editor

The girls participated in individual events as well as relays.
Vanderhoff, who participated
in the 100 freestyle placed fifth
overall.
“I’m really excited for state
this year. This is my first year
swimming one individual event
instead of two. I’m pretty nervous because I am seated 17th in
my 100 freestyle and the top 16
make finals,” said Vanderhoff.
Fallstrom took third in both
the 200 yard freestyle and 100
yard breast stroke.
M. Summers took third place
in the individual medley and 100
yard medley.
“I spent a whole season preparing for these meets. I knew
that all my morning practices and
hard work would pay off,” said M.
Summers.
The girls’ long practice and
team work have certainly paid
off. Their accomplishments at
districts and state prove that
their dedication and hard work
was worth the effort.

you’re just going to get dirty and
you end up working hard without noticing because you’re just
having fun. It’s really a surprise,”
said Schwarzmiller.
The game rules and props are
still in the works; however, the
games will be happening more
frequently.
“It will be every other weekend from here on out, and there
will be special events, dementors,
death eaters-basically anything
fun you can think of in Harry Potter. We’re even thinking about
having a tri-wizard tournament
over the summer,” said Schwarzmiller.
Since quidditch is still in development, the rules have been

by Isabel Kowacz
Opinion Editor
adjusted slightly each game for
more successful playing. The
goals also need to be changed.
The hoops are usually made of
hula hoops and tiki torches held
together with duct tape, and at
the last match the posts kept falling over. Schwarzmiller wants to
replace the hoops with more reliable ones.
“We need new goal posts. They
fall over when hit, run into, or the
ground is too soggy from the rain,
or just when they feel like it,” said
Schwarzmiller.
Like any new sport, quidditch
has room for improvement, but
the general consensus is that it
is fun, active and original. Watch
Facebook for the next match.
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The golden snitch from the popular harry Potter sport, quidditch. In this new version
of quidditch a person has replaced the golden snitch.

End of the Season Sport Stats
Lake Stevens Varsity
Boys’ Football Team (7-2)

(9/03) home- Lake Stevens 21 vs.
Cascade 13
(9/10) away- Lake Stevens 23 vs.
Kamiak 9
(9/17) home- Lake Stevens 37 vs.
Inglemoor 30
(9/24) away- Lake Stevens 35 vs.
Snohomish 6
(10/1) home- Lake Stevens 28 vs.
Arlington 36
(10/8) home- Lake Stevens 42 vs.
Monroe 15
(10/15) away- Lake Stevens 21
vs. Marysville-Pilchuck 38
(10/22) home- Lake Stevens 28
vs. Stanwood 7
(10/29) home- Lake Stevens 35
vs. Mariner 14

Lake Stevens Varsity Girls’
Volleyball Team (8-5-2)
(9/9) home- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Glacier Peak 1
(9/14) away- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Mountlake Terrace 2
(9/16) away- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Oak Harbor 3
(9/21) home- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Shorewood 0
(9/28) home- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Arlington 0
(9/30) home- Lake Stevens 2 vs.
Snohomish 3
(10/5) away- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Stanwood 1
(10/7) away- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Marysville-Pilchuck 2
(10/11) away- Lake Stevens 0 vs.
Monroe 3
(10/13) home- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Arlington 0
(10/19) away- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Snohomish 3

(10/21) home- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Stanwood 1
(10/25) home- Lake Stevens 2 vs.
Marysville-Pilchuck 3
(10/27) home- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Monroe 3
(11/3) Districts- Lake Stevens 1
vs. Jackson 1

Lake Stevens Varsity Girls’
Soccer Team (12-4-1)
(9/7) away- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Shorecrest 0
(9/9) home- Lake Stevens 3 vs.
Stanwood 0
(9/14) away- Lake Stevens 0 vs.
Marysville-Pilchuck 1
(9/16) home- Lake Stevens 2 vs.
Monroe 1
(9/18) away- Lake Stevens 2 vs.
Arlington 0
(9/21) away- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Snohomish 2
(9/28) away- Lake Stevens 11 vs.
Mariner 0
(9/30) away- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Edmonds-Woodway 2
(10/5) home- Lake Stevens 2 vs.
Jackson 1
(10/7) away- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Cascade 0
(10/12) home- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Kamiak 1
(10/14) away- Lake Stevens 6 vs.
Stanwood 0
(10/19) home- Lake Stevens 2 vs.
Marysville-Pilchuck 1
(10/21) away- Lake Stevens 0 vs.
Monroe 1
(10/25) home- Lake Stevens 6 vs.
Arlington 0
(10/27) home- Lake Stevens 1 vs.
Snohomish 0
(11/01) Districts- Lake Stevens 1
vs. Jackson 0
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Have we
forgotten Thanksgiving?
Media leaves out one of America’s historic holidays

by Avery Cavazos
Staff Reporter

With each holiday, there are a series of specials depicting that holiday’s theme, with one outstanding exception: Thanksgiving. Every other holiday has a minimum of one day dedicated to TV specials
for it, yet Thanksgiving has one show, and it hardly counts because it’s Charlie Brown, and he generally
doesn’t discriminate since he shows every holiday.
What makes Thanksgiving any less important than Halloween? Or even Valentine’s Day? If anything,
Thanksgiving is one of the most important holidays. I think it’s worth spoofs from Desperate Housewives,
Sponge Bob, and Glee.
Honestly the only reason that people care so much about Valentine’s Day, Halloween and Christmas is because our generation is becoming a generation who values materialism. They know that they’ll receive gifts
and candies, and TV stations take advantage of people’s selfish desires and make holiday specials, knowing
that they will watch them.
All the other holidays compared to Thanksgiving are about receiving gifts, whereas Thanksgiving is being
thankful for what you have, even when it comes to the most basic things such as a home, family, and the opportunity to work and get an education. Rather than acknowledging how fortunate they are, people ask
for more.
Unfortunately, too many people think that presents and money are more important than spending
time with people and enjoying family, the things that you already have, and being thankful for them.
Thanksgiving is a time to pass on traditions and bond with family. It’s a time to cook together
and watch football, baseball, watch the one Thanksgiving special, enjoy the Macy’s parade or
tell a story. It’s a time not only to continue old traditions but to participate in the creation of
new ones.
Also, people could begin to bond more if they began to see different options that
they could participate in on Thanksgiving, or if they were to see different traditions that may be odd or fun.
Honestly, if I could wake up Thanksgiving morning, go down stairs
and turn on the TV to find a series of Thanksgiving specials,
I know that my whole family, along with many others
would have a blast knowing that our precious
holiday is not forgotten.

Food Drive!

Ends November 23rd

Bring all items to room 305
before 1st period to receive
one hour of community
service for every 10
items
donated.
Raid
your pantries, and help
the community!

Cover page photo by Sarah Ruiz
Background photo (this page) by Courtney Jardin
Picture of �inished recipe courtesy of Courtney Jardin
Canned Food picture by Veronica Walker
“Oops turkey picture” picturing Kali Henson by Veronica Walker
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Top Ten

Things nobody wants to see a
Thanksgiving dinner table
10. Table dancing
9. Feeding veggies to your dog
8. Talking with your mouthful
7. Shoving turkey bones up your nose
6. Food stuck in your great aunts mustache
5. Farting at the table
4. Fighting over the last piece of turkey
3. Shoving leftovers in your pocket
2. B.O. while serving food
1. Gargling gravy
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od on my face!
Stories written by Jennifer Rojas
Staff Reporter

when she experienced the most unexebration of her life. Like every year, all
ther to enjoy a nice dinner at her house.
key to be ready, they sat and talked. Hailrowl; she was hungry and couldn’t wait
go into the kitchen to grab some food.
self typical Thanksgiving food, mashed
some corn. Her clumsy brother Hunther little cousin all around the house,
er he began running in the kitchen as
as about to sit down, bam! He ran into
there was Thanksgiving food all over

Hey,
where’s my turkey?!
“A year ago, I was woken up by the morning sunlight on
a Thanksgiving day. As soon as I got up, I was immediately
terrified because of what I was woken up next to! But then
I realized it was just my friend Cherlynn’s face. My closest
friends Carmen (senior), Claudia (senior), and Cherlynn (senior) had slept over for Thanksgiving dinner.
We’ve always spent holidays together as if we were
family. For this Thanksgiving, we decided to cook
the turkey by ourselves, I’m not gonna lie, I was
scared for the outcome. So, we put the turkey into
the oven, and sat down to watch the Los Angeles
Lakers’ game. When the game was done, we went
to check on the turkey, it was gone! We also realized big ol’ Carmen was missing too! We went
upstairs, following the sound of munches; it
sounded like an ogre eating. We ran into my
room and saw Carmen eating the whole
turkey. She ruined Thanksgiving, and we
ended up eating beans and tortillas,
with radishes (Well, Claudia did).”
-senior Denise Franco

g my clothes, I grabbed another
d “accidently” spilled it all over
revenge is great,” said
unior Haileigh Bakko.

Cranberries out the nose!

“It was Thanksgiving day. All my relatives had come over to my
se since it was our turn to host Thanksgiving. All the kids had
it at their own table because we weren’t good enough to sit
h the adults. Keep in mind I was about 14. Now, I have about 3
usins that are around my age who constantly make me laugh.
hile we were eating dinner, we started laughing really, really
hard. I was trying to swallow a bite of turkey with a bunch
of cranberry sauce when I laughed so hard that cranberry
sauce splurted out of my nose! My mom thought that
my nose was bleeding, so she grabbed a napkin
and started smothering me, trying to wipe it
off my face, all while I was cracking up.”
junior Rachel Olsen

at the
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Cranberry Salad
Contributed by:
Courtney Jardin

This recipe has been passed down in my family for over 100 years. My
great-great grandma Shaulis on my mother’s side was the first in our family to
make cranberry salad this way. It’s always been enjoyed by not only the adults in
my family but the kids as well. I use it now in my own family and even those who
don’t necessarily like cranberries enjoy this dessert-like treat.
Ingredients:
1 lb. mini marshmallows
1 pint whipping cream
1 lb. finely chopped cranberries
1 C. sugar
1 small -can crushed pineapple

In one bowl combine and mix with electric mixer, 1 lb. of mini marshmallows and 1 pint of whipping cream. In another bowl, combine and mix
with electric mixer, 1 lb. finely chopped cranberries, 1 C. of sugar,
and 1 small can of crushed pineapple. Refrigerate both bowls for
one hour. After one hour, remove both bowls and fold all ingredients together. Serve and keep left-overs chilled.

Enjoy!
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“What is love? Baby, don’t hurt me . . . no more”

by Avery Cavazos
A&E Editor

L-O-V-E — the four letter word that people utter but don’t seem to understand completely

never get married because of love.
If someone’s in lust there is absolutely no way to deny, to themselves at least, that they don’t love
the person they are supposedly “in
love” with. While it’s quite possible
that they do love the person, it’s impractical, and quite insulting, to pronounce their “true love,” when it’s a
complete lie.
If someone is married, whether
arranged or just pressured, they
may learn to love their spouse. But
who is to say that secretly they will
always resent them because they
were forced into the marriage? For
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on the senate election alone for campaign ads,
which put Washington state third in the nation
for campaign spending. Rossi received 11 million dollars from independent spending and
Murray received 9 million dollars, which it
more than any of us will probably ever see in
our lifetime!
I don’t think there is anything wrong with
supporting one’s political candidate, but I
don’t like it when random people knocked on
my door in the middle of dinner just to tell my
family how to vote. There is a fine line between
supporting a party and an invasion of privacy,
and it was crossed.
Hopefully next election season, we will witness a more positive campaign. It would certainly be nice to actually receive information
instead of constant disparaging remarks.
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Isabel Kowacz: Opinion Editor
Hannah Bartow: Sports Editor
Samantha Wade: News Editor
Connor Wilson: Features Editor
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It was a relaxing Sunday evening, and I was sitting on my
couch watching TV, and all I saw
on every commercial break were
raging political ads screaming
about the inadequacies of
each candidates opponent.
The extreme mudslinging
that took place this year was
both immature and despicable. Aren’t politicians supposed to be the example? People we can look up to and aspire to
be like? Apparently not. Nobody even seemed
to know what this election’s candidates were
supporting. All we knew was why not to vote
for them. Many members of the community
were thoroughly sickened by this behavior.
“I think the negative political ads absolutely
suck. They’re for the most part without any
moral validity. They cross the threshold of what
is acceptable,” said Lake Stevens High School
teacher Chris Neuman.
NBC’s Sunday Night Football Extra
fans saw 506 political ads. There is a
difference between helping people
understand what you represent
and forcing a message of negativity down the throats of unsuspecting viewers.
The campaigning doesn’t just
stop at TV either. People received
everything from phone calls to
door to door visits. It seemed
the only way to avoid the slander was to flee the country.
Students at LSHS were also upset by the negativity of the ads.
“It’s depressing that politicians
have to smear each other in order
to promote themselves,” said senior
Jarydd Morgan.
It’s not just the negativity of the ads,
but also the quantity that had people upset. A whopping 19 million dollars was spent

Editorial Board:

Courtney Jardin
Veronica Walker

Ridiculous slam campaigns make watching commercials unbearable

the Valhalla

Staff Reporters:

Political ads take over TV

by Benny Saack
Staff Reporter

this reason they won’t ever be “in
love.”
Comfort is another thing that
could be confused with being “in
love.” Sometimes there is someone
that you trust more than anyone in
the world, who would do anything for
you and vice versa, yet that doesn’t
mean you’re “in love.” It means that
you’ve found a true, genuine friend.
Many great relationships have been
ruined because the two individuals
thought they were “in love.” when
suddenly the comfort disappears.
Finally there’s infatuation. That’s
pretty much self explanatory since
its definition is temporary passion.
What is there to say except, “I told
you so”; temporary passion doesn’t
equal being in love.
People who stay together are
there principally out of convenience
or because they love each other;
things are good and they grow with
each other, so there’s really no need
to change that.
The subject remains that it’s possible to love family, friends and people, and that means there is a trust
in them that is extremely strong and
despite disputes between them the
fights and the forgiveness that follows only makes the relationship
stronger.

Austin Carlton
Riley Fraser
Tatum McLeod
Hailey Nobach
Jennifer Rojas
Benny Saack
Paige Whitney

no such thing. They start out dating
and right away declare their love for
one another. Then they have an argument either over something trivial or possibly even something major,
and they suddenly hate each other
and begin to be rude and disrespectful toward one another. It never fails
though, that before long, they are
“in love” again. That or it ends with
a dramatic breakup before quickly
moving on to dating other people,
who they are “in love” with.
How can somebody love one person then all of a sudden not love him
or her, then turn around and love
that person again?
This is just further support that if
there really were some truth behind
“I’m in love with you,” then people
wouldn’t fall in and out of it and hurt
their partner unnecessarily.
I know people get married for
a variety of reasons, such as lust,
whether it’s lust for sex, power,
money or social status. There are
also traditions and cultural obligations, such as arranged marriages or
simply expectations set by your family (and culture by default) that need
to be met. There’s being comfortable
when someone is your best friend or
just a great friend in general, and
then there’s infatuation. But they

Advisor: Julie Henggeler

Love, amor, αγάπη, l’amour, tình
yêu-whether you
say it in English,
Spanish, Greek,
French or Vietnamese, it all
amounts to the
same thing. Love
can make or break someone.
Being in love is impossible. If it
was attainable, people wouldn’t
cheat on each other. They wouldn’t
fall in and out of love so many times
with so many people, and they definitely would not lie, disrespect, hit,
beat or hurt people they are “in love”
with.
So many people get caught up
in the idea of “true love” and “happily ever after” that they forget other
things that are much more important like education, success, family
and friends. Reality check, Prince
Charming and the beautiful princess
are fairytales, and fairy tales just
don’t come true.
Sure, you can love your mom, your
dad, your siblings, grandparents,
cousins, etc. but you can’t be in love.
Above all, I think that people have
unrealistic goals. I see all these couples around campus who are supposedly “in love,” yet in reality there is
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What ever happened to common hallway courtesy?

by Sam Wade
News Editor

The magic words “please” and “thank you” have been replaced with glares and shoving
Everyone knows
the frustrating feeling of walking down
the 100 building
hallway and coming to an almost
dead stop because
of slow walkers. Or
maybe you’re politely holding a door open for a few
fellow classmates, but then can’t
get through the doors for several
more minutes because of the overwhelming crowd.
I cannot begin to explain the aggravation I have with the inconsiderate students who slow down the
entire hallway.
“You can’t get to your class on
time,” said junior Kyrsten Rose.
Although, when the death traps
(some call them doorways), do
eventually open, students are on
the verge of having to sprint to
class.
But if you’re not upset by the
slow walkers, maybe you’ve noticed the overall lack of hallway
courtesy. Say one needs to get into
a school building; they politely hold
open a door and end up staying in
that position for what seems like
forever. Boat loads of students file
out, not saying thank you, not even
glancing in the courteous citizen’s

direction. The door holders stand
there as their irritation grows,
while they try to find a small break
in the crowd, so they can slip in
and hand off the aggravating job to
some other unlucky student.
Thirdly, it is hard to comprehend
why some high school students
cannot obey what I like to call, “the
rules of the road”. When entering a
hallway, stay on the right. That way
you are not the only person trying
to weave your way through a sea of
glaring classmates.
However, I have found that if,
when entering a hallway, you find
yourself drowning in a never ending ocean of bustling students try
to stay behind the tallest or biggest
person around. The hallways part
like the Red Sea for Moses to these
sometimes gentle giants. But after
looking around and realizing there
are no taller heads, take pride in
knowing that in some small way,
you’ve helped another, smaller
classmate making his or her way
to class a little less painful.
“It’s annoying when people stop
and hug and then you can’t get past
them. It’s really awkward,” said junior Rebecca Sangwin.
I understand that we are in high
school now and that some couples
are getting more serious. But hon-

Photo courtesy of: Veronica Walker

Students display lack of manners in the hallways and cause others to feel frustrated.

estly, save the face eating and feel
up fests for another time. Not only
do none of your fellow students
want to see that, but when you
are possessed to stop smack in the
middle of the hall and canoodle
with your partner, you make it unnecessarily hard to get around.
Yes, the hallways here are crowded, and no there isn’t anything that
we can do about it. But next time
you’re in the hallway, take some
time to observe your surround-

Iraq’s version of Punk’d sparks controversy
New show creates tension over contents’ level of taste
Amid the terrible news
of intermittent attacks by
insurgents, kidnappings,
and public executions, a
new show is bringing
some humor back to
Iraq.
The premise of the
show is one most
similar to that of
the popular American television program
Punk’d, which pits celebrities against outrageous situations and
films their reactions. This Iraqi take on
the show is called Khali en Buca, which
translates to “Let’s steal it”.
The show, which began its run during
the month of Ramadan (Islamic month
of fasting in order to practice self control
and reflect internally), like its American
counterpart, puts the spotlight on celebrities and films their reactions. In the Iraqi
version, as opposed to being faced with
an unruly waiter or other such situation,
Iraqi celebrities are subjected to a different type of situation.
First, celebrities are invited for an interview at the Al-Baghdadiya network building, but on their way to the interview they
are pulled over by Iraqi security forces
at a checkpoint, and fake explosives are
found in their cars.
Personally, I like the fact that a new
show has surfaced in Iraq which both
adds humor to the trials encountered by
the Iraqi people allowing some to make

by Austin Carlton
Staff Reporter

light of the hardships of daily life. It also
allows the Iraqi people to feel more connected to their celebrities by seeing them
made fun of on TV.
The “police” then spend the next fifteen
minutes or so questioning and threatening the celebrities with threats such as
sending them to prison or even claiming
that they are going to shoot them for being terrorists.
I find this practice of actual corporal
threats to be wrong as it presents the
possibility of causing actual harm to the
celebrities or the actors who are taking
part in the prank. After fifteen minutes,
the celebrities are told they are on TV, and
they are given a chance to address the audience.
Great controversy has been caused by
the airing of this new show, with it having both rampant supporters and protesters. Personally I believe that the show is
appropriate overall. The show provides
Iraqi’s an opportunity to make the constant problems they face in every day life
a little bit lighter with humor.
Though I do agree that the guards and
others used in the acts are too harsh on
the celebrities often threatening the celebrities with guns and saying they will
shoot them.
Even though I myself have feelings
about the show, I also believe that the final decision of whether or not the show
is appropriate or if it is too early to begin
airing a show involving fake bombs is up
to the Iraqi public.

ings.
If you discover that there is no
one in front of you, and a crowd behind you, consider speeding up. Or
if you realize that the kind student
who is holding open the door has a
pulsing forehead, contemplate taking over their task.
And please, for the sake of everyone who’s trying to keep down
their lunch, couples leave your intimacy for when you’re somewhere
else.

Hello Vikings,

When the last Valhalla came out, I was excited to see all of the reactions. I was excited to
see our home-carved pumpkin on the cover and
to distribute to the student body I love so much.
However, when I opened to the News section and
saw that the Chile miners had been “unearther”, I
wanted to die.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Valhalla staff loves
what they do. We work hard to write our stories,
create our layouts and put it all together. Our
blood, sweat and tears go into publishing the Valhalla.
While we do not complain often about our
workload, the fact remains there is a lot that has
to be done to publish a newspaper. As the editor,
I look over every article, make changes, edit layouts, give rides, dish out moral support and manage a group of wonderful people.
During layout week I will often be at the school
until at least five and even as late as nine. For
our second issue, layout week left me gasping
for breath. My advisor and I were here quite late
to prepare for send off, which is how we missed
some major mistakes. We have left out bylines, we
misspelled words, used misleading headlines and
other mistakes we wish we could go back and fix
but can’t.
I would love to be able to present a letter-perfect Valhalla to all of you, but I also am aware I
was not born with an “S” on my chest. I will miss
mistakes. I am perfectly okay with a few mistakes,
but I am not okay with “unearther.”
Therefore I promise to work harder to print a
better Valhalla, and I hope that this issue does not
fail to impress.
I appreciate all of the support for our paper,
and am so happy that Lake Stevens High School
loves the Valhalla. Thankfully, I know that even if
we butcher spelling or forget the “e” at the end
of your last name, you will understand. Vikings
are the best; we care about each other and understand mistakes. I would like to personally thank
you for being the best readers a newspaper could
ask for.

-Editor-in-Chief
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New music genre leaves Lake Stevens turning up the volume
The new and popular “dubstep” genre finds its way onto many iPods, laptops and CD’s
A new wave of music (that is really obscure and that probably hasn’t
been heard of) has paralyzed the world, dubstep. With its paralyzing and
hypnotic bass lines, there is no telling what will happen.
Dubstep is a mainly instrumental type of electronica dance music, focused on slow, yet heart-shattering beats.
Dubstep artists use reverberant drum patterns, occasional vocals, overwhelming bass line, and often snare drums to create their sound.
The term “dubstep” evolved from the genre called grime in 2002. Grime
is electronica dance music focused on the vocals of the song rather than the
bass lines.
Up until 2007, dubstep was mainly known in the underground music scene in London. Later that year, the tantalizing new sound hit North
America. Within a blink of an eye, regular dubstep nightclubs popped up
in major cities across the United States such as New York, San Francisco,
Seattle, Houston and Denver.
In 2009, the new sound received even more world recognition. Many
newspapers such as The New York Times, the Sunday Times, and New Media
Entertainment had reviewed the new genre by the end of the year.
Only just recently Dubstep has been introduced into the small town of
Lake Stevens.
“[Senior] Alex Torneby and I were sitting in his bedroom and he said, ‘You
have to listen to this,’ and the rest is history,” said senior Chad Watson.
Not only do people listen to this new genre, they also dance to it. Dancing to Dubstep is summarized as nonsensical flailing and is usually very
violent.
When asked if he “dubstepp-ed”, junior Mackenzie Simon said, “Yeah I

do! It starts off with a 1, 2,
WOOP WOOP.”
Dancing to the music is Watson’s favorite thing about
dubstep.
“The amount
of bass that vibrates into your
eardrums provides you with
a certain ecstasy
that only dubstep
could
achieve,”
said Torneby.
“You can do anything with dubstep
you want,” said senior
Richard Ellis-Williams.
A large majority of the dubstep songs found on Youtube are remixes
of other songs with the added dubstep effect. Without a strict definition,
this genre allows a lot of creativity and freedom.
“You can dubstep anything from Imogen Heap to Super Mario Bros.. music,” said senior Benjamin Clark.
Torneby gave his final thoughts on Dubstep, “WUBWUBWUBWUBWUBWUB!”

Well, obviously we have a demon in Paranormal Activity 2...
Hide your kids, wives and husbands because they are possessing everybody by Tatum McCleod
Possession, demons and
babies, oh my! The most
anticipated horror films of
2010; Paranormal Activity 2
contains all of the above.
Covering the same ground,
the plot hasn’t changed much,
but the sequel has upped the
ante with the scare factor.
“It scared the crap out of
me! I screamed!” said senior
Kayla Rich.
Paranormal Activity 2
opens up with Katie’s sister,
Kristi and her newborn son
named Hunter. Kristi’s husband, Dan. Dan has a daughter named Ali who lives with
them. Ali is about 16 years
old.
A year after Hunter is born
the demons make their first
strike.
The family awakes one
morning to what looks like
their home has been robbed.
The only thing missing from

the entire house is Kristi’s
necklace that her sister made
for her.
Dan installed security
cameras all throughout the
house, so they can capture
anything and everything and
see if there truly is paranormal activity.
After a few minor paranormal occurrences, Ali decides
to investigate. She finds out
that if a human makes a deal
with a demon for riches or
power, the price is the life of
the first born son in the family. It turns out that Katie and
Kristi’s
great-great-grandmother made a deal with a
demon to become mighty
rich. (The first born son in
the family since then is Hunter.) The demon is haunting
the house because it wants
the baby’s soul.
Students at Lake Stevens
High School seem to think

Staff Reporter

t h a t
the new movie is a great enhancement from the first.
“The plot was improved. I
thought the action was a little
bit better,” said Rich. There
was clearly more demon action that occurred during the
second movie than the first
which many viewers liked.
“On a scale of 1 to 10, Paranormal Activity 2 was a 94,”
said junior Jake Stemler.
The first paranormal movie spent only $11,000 while
the second used $2,750,000.
This allowed the sequel to
produce better special effects
and higher quality.
“The way they shot it with
the security camera things
was a lot better than just a
handy-cam” said Rich.
This sequel compliments
the original without abandoning the elements that
made it work.

Daniel Tosh, yes as in Tosh.0 is coming the Paramount Theater in No
vember! Equipped with a comedy style guaranteed to make you laugh, Tosh’s
show at the Paramount will please the audience for sure. If you have seen his
show on comedy central you know to be prepared for a goofball at heart with
an extremely sarcastic sense of humor. So if you’re free on the 20th of November at 7:30 or 10:30 PM, then I recommend you go listen to the hilarity that
is Daniel Tosh.

Look out Seattle! Passion Pit, one of my favorite electropop bands,
will be invading the Moore Theater on November 30th at 8 PM. The Moore
hosts many positive things that make seeing a smaller band like this great.
If you enjoy artists such as Phoenix, Miike Snow and Peter, Bjorn and John,
then you would love seeing these guys at the end of November!

Sound

Sounds Around the...

Attack Attack! is an American metalcore band that started making music in Ohio. “Crab Core”, a dance move that is their claim to fame came from
one of their earlier songs. Many people make fun of them for it, but despite
that, they have quite a large following and they’re coming to El Corazon in Seattle. If you enjoy bands like Eyes Set to Kill, A Day to Remember or Parkway
Drive, you might want to go buy tickets for their show this Friday, November
19th at 7 PM.

by Tatum McCleod
Staff Reporter

with Alicia Terry

Harry Potter: the Exhibition
Popular H.P. artifacts now on display

by Connor Wilson
Features Editor

It’s time to let your inner fan boy out and go check
out the coolest exhibit ever created by the wizarding world. All the magic of the popular Harry Potter
movies is now on display at Seattle’s Paci�ic Science
Center.
We’ve all wondered how great it would be to learn
the art of wizardry at Hogwarts. Well, now we can
come close to that at Harry Potter : The Exhibition.
This exhibit features recreations of many of the sets,
as well as movie props and costumes featured in the
movies. At the start of the exhibit, you’re greeted by
a wonderfully British staff, and a chance to wear the
Sorting Hat.
Featured in the exhibit are all the actual props or
at least very close recreations of props straight out
of the movies. Ranging from Hermione’s first year
robes, to the Hungarian Horntail from the Goblet of
Fire, this exhibit leaves nearly no stone unturned.
Now, I would only recommend this exhibit for big
Harry Potter fans, it isn’t all that interactive and is for
the most part, just a large display case. But anybody
would enjoy tossing the quaffle through hoops at the
quidditch portion of the exhibition, and the chance
to sit in Hagrid’s enormous chair would please even
the most disgruntled Potter fan. But even so, the
chance to see some of the sets and costumes from
the movie is amazing in itself. The attention to detail
in these artifacts is mind blowing. The best part was
walking through the Great Hall, awesomely reconstructed, at the end of the event.
This exhibit was very enjoyable, and I found
the only downside to be the $26 ticket price for a
45-minute walkthrough. But a great 45 minutes it
was, and that’s why I give Harry Potter : The Exhibition, 6 horcruxes out of 7.
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Exchange students adapt to new culture while in Lake Stevens
Living away from home creates a new perspective for exchange students
It is a well known fact that our high school
hosts foreign exchange students each year, but
who are they this year? We have ten exchange
students this year, and their names are Thorben
Groth, Romain Venbruggen, Mabel Ballestreros Zapata, Mariette Huls, Chawisa Kantamalee,
Johanna Lingens, Anna Mong Urdal, Nittikam
Ngamrungsiri, Alisa Sycheva, and Arnout Van
Bergerhenegouwen.
Coming to the United States from a different
country is a complete lifestyle change. The diversity in culture differs significantly as well as
everyday life.
“Everything here is so big,” said senior Thorben Groth. “In Germany, my school has grades
fifth through thirteenth and there are only 900
students.”
The schooling system in America has also been
a big change for the exchange students.
“We don’t have every class everyday. We rotate
our classes. We also have a total of 13 classes,”
said Groth.
Exchange students have also noticed that
American students have a more informal relationship with teachers than in other countries.
Many of the students were surprised when students called their teacher only by their last name
without adding a Mr. or Ms. at the beginning. The
students said students and teachers seem more
like friends.
“America is very different from Thailand. In
Thailand, children and teenagers can’t really
show our ideas or argue to older people. All
younger people have to show respect,” said senior Chawisa Kantamalee.
The exchange students also have some awe-

some hobbies. Some of the hobbies are familiar
to teenagers here.
“I play soccer on the varsity soccer team. At
my school, we don’t have school teams, so you
have to choose a club. I also have played the piano for a few years,” said senior Mariette Huls, an
exchange student from Holland.
There are some hobbies that aren’t very common among the students here but are awesome
just the same.
“I participate in karate, and I was in a club
where we rode unicycles. I am not in that club
anymore, but I ride my unicycle while walking
my German shepherd,” said Groth.
Another difference is transportation. Almost
every teenager with a license at our school drives
their own cars. This is not the case in most countries. Whether they travel by bus or bike or on
foot, most teenagers do not have cars.
“Everything here is by car. In Holland, we ride
our bikes everywhere,” said Huls.
American teenagers sometimes take for granted our easy access to transportation without
physical exertion. This is a source for some of the
stereotypes about America. The lazy American is
a common stereotype for our country.
“The common view of an American is fat and
sitting in front of a large TV with a Coke and a
hamburger,” said Groth.
Another belief some countries have about
American has to do with the female gender.
“We hear that all the girls in American chit chat
behind each other’s back. Most stereotypes I’ve
heard aren’t true, but I have noticed girls gossiping,” said Huls.
Being away from home provides many new ex-
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Exchange students, seniors, Thorben Groth, Marietta
Huls and Chawisa Kantamalee work hard to make the
most of their exchange student experiences.

periences. Whether it is eating at Taco Bell for
the first time or attending a football game, it is
all new. Even though these are priceless experiences, the exchange students still miss home
sometimes.
“I love it here but I still have my moments. I
guess what I miss the most are my friends,” said
Huls.
It is hard to comprehend what it would be like
being away from home for ten months. It requires
completely changing one’s lifestyle and adapting
to a different culture and making all new friends.
“I like America because it teaches me to live by
myself without my family. What I love the most is
to meet new people and make new friends,” said
Kantamalee.
Despite the many changes, the students are
enjoying their stays.

Club Fair sheds light on interesting LSHS clubs
Funky clubs create fun and unique experiences for Lake Stevens’ students

When someone thinks of clubs
from Lake Stevens High School
clubs like FCCLA, Key Club and
the language clubs come to mind.
However, we have some unique
and interesting clubs at this
school that deserve attention.
One example is the Opera Club.
Opera Club does not happen every week; the club only gets together when they are going to
see an opera. In the past, the club
has seen La Traviata, Il Trovatore
and Fall Staff.
“Each year we go to different
operas. We go to one in the fall,
one in January and one in the
spring,” said club president, senior Kaylynn Tobias.
However, the club attends the
dress rehearsals rather than an

actual performance.
“With operas, unlike school
plays, they don’t stop during the
rehearsal. It is like going to the
actual opera,” said Tobias.
Most people don’t know about
this club for a couple of reasons.
First, the main way of advertising
is either done through the choir
or if you are a student in Mr. Kelly’s classes. Second, most teenagers don’t realize that seeing an
opera can be a great experience.
A misconception about operas
may be that only adults will appreciate and understand them.
“The opera I went to exceeded
all my expectations. I didn’t expect it to be much fun, but they
are actually really fun to watch,”
said senior Beau Castillo. “I was

surprised because I understood
what was going on.”
The Opera Club usually goes
to operas on Wednesdays and invites everyone to come.
Another nifty club is Fencing
Club. The club advisor is Robert
Ingraham. One thing that sets
this club apart is that they meet
at 6:30 in the morning on Tuesdays. It is also a relatively new
club.
“Fencing Club has been around
for three years,” said senior
Shawn Cooper.
This year, the Fencing Club has
grown in numbers and skill.
“A lot of our people are more
skilled this year which is great,”
said Cooper.
The Fencing Club set up a
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booth at the Club Fair and club
members dressed in their fencing apparel to advertise for the
club. It sparked the interest in
many students.
“After visiting the Fencing Club
booth, I am thinking about joining. It’s something different and
interesting, and it sounds like a
lot of fun,” said junior Taylor DuPape.
It takes dedication to wake up
early to go to this club, but it is a
great experience for anyone.
There are many other clubs at
this school that students should
look into like Game Club or Debate Club. Joining clubs allows
students to participate in fun
activities and increase their talents.
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Left: Senior Mariah Aceves, Washington State Director of Membership discusses leadership benefits through FCCLA.
Middle: Students check out the Fencing Club booth, contemplating whether or not to join.
Right: Sophomore Madalynn Chandler tends to the Game Club booth, entertaining anyone who stops by.
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Mr. Talley drops farming for a career in education
The tale of a well-respected gentleman
James Talley came from a humble beginning on a farm in South
Dakota. Little did his parents
know, this farm boy would aspire
to be a living history book. Well
equipped with both a staggering
intellect and an extraordinary
sense of humor, Talley never fails
to make history a good time.
Most all of his old students
fondly remember history with
Mr. Talley, whether it’s the time
he reenacted a battle with the
Spanish Armada (a girl in the
front row) or the time he stepped
outside to shout to a friend “Rock
on, dude!”
“Mr. Talley is kind of a big deal,”
said senior Kamran Ali, a former
student.
Senior Chad Watson even went
as far as to say, “Mr. Talley is a god
amongst mere mortals.”
However, Mr. Talley didn’t always see himself being a teacher.
“I didn’t realize that I wanted
to be a teacher until I was about
24. All I knew was that I didn’t
want to be a farmer for the rest
of my life.”

While his interest in teaching
didn’t come until later, Talley was
always interested in history.
“My interest in history started
really early on. One of the things
that happened with me was that
there were a lot of Indian burial
mounds and old Indian structures on [my family’s] property
which I found very interesting,”
said Talley.
Even though Talley didn’t always want to be a teacher, his
zeal for knowledge has always
been present.
Perhaps Talley’s most endearing quality is his sense of humor.
It takes a special kind of person
to make the Industrial Revolution, Napoleon’s betrayal and
the Lewis and Clark Exhibition
funny.
The thing that amuses him
most of all is the punishing of
misbehaving students, which he
does by giving them one of his famous glares.
“My favorite stare would have
to be the one that changes the
genetic code of the offending
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Mr. Talley proudly shows off his time line of the U.S. constitution to the class.

student. Especially because it
causes much confusion around
homecoming and prom,” said Mr.
Talley.
Needless to say, nobody wants
to be on the receiving end of that
gaze.

Talley is a key member of our
school and is well respected by
both students and staff. Mr. Talley
is one teacher who every student
should meet before graduating
from Lake Stevens High School.

Senior Alex Tweedie adds a new flair to VTV’s broadcast
One student does his best to make the morning announcements entertaining
School day mornings are starting to take
a brighter turn for some Lake Stevens High
School students, thanks to the student produced VTV. The news program, VTV, has been
around for about 15 years and has become a
trademark of mornings at Lake Stevens High
School. A new addition to the airwaves this
year is senior Alexander Tweedie.
Tweedie has appeared on VTV multiple
times this school year and has added his own
flair to the ordinary expectations of the anchor position.
“Coming into it I saw that the show lacked
a lot of luster I guess and people didn’t really
listen and so I was like ‘What could I do?’ so
I decided to become a different person every
day,” said Tweedie.
Appearing as an anchor for VTV has helped
to take Tweedie’s school year from merely his
senior year, to a year he won’t ever forget.
Tweedie has taken the normal broadcast
from simply repeating the news to creating
new and interesting personas for himself.
Some of his characters include Paris Hilton, a
hair band rock star, Bill Clinton, the Crocodile
Hunter, Ron Burgundy, Rocky and an auctioneer. To create his characters, Tweedie will often
brainstorm a character and begin to think exactly how that person would behave. While on
air, Tweedie maintains the character through
his entire broadcast.
Shortcuts are not an option in creating a
great act for Tweedie, he goes all out.
“I’m not very experienced; I just throw myself out there” said Tweedie.
When acting as the Crocodile Hunter, Tweedie used a stuffed koala bear as a prop to help
fully communicate his concept. Although he
forgot the name of his furry companion, and
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Alex Tweedie shows off his VTV costumes, which include Bill Clinton, Paris Hilton and Ron Bergundy.

had to be reminded from a crew member it
was a “koala,” he continued on. Many enjoy his
characters and look forward to seeing him in
the mornings.
“Whenever I watch him on VTV I always
laugh. I have to make sure I can see the TV in
order to watch [his] funny section,” said senior
Alia Kelly.
Transforming himself into multiple characters is only one way Tweedie is making the most
out of his last year at Lake Stevens High School.
Tweedie also appeared in the Homecoming Assembly as an obnoxious Prince Charming, and
enjoyed not only the attention but also his part
in the assembly.
“Right now I’m trying my best to kind of give
back because I have had such a great time,” said
Tweedie.
Finishing this year with a bang is important
to Tweedie. By creating a name for himself on

VTV, by taking part in the assemblies and likely
running for Mr. LSHS, Tweedie is ensuring that
his time at Lake Stevens High School will be
worth remembering.
For him, it is more than just the attention that
makes all of his efforts worth it, “I think the big
thing most people should know is that when I
do VTV, it’s not for me, it’s not for publicity; it’s
mostly about the students,” said Tweedie.
Many students have enjoyed the change in the
morning announcements and have responded
positively to the effort put in by Tweedie. VTV
only has one year left with this talented senior,
so what will happen when Tweedie graduates
from Lake Stevens High School? Will anyone
step up and go the extra mile like Tweedie has?
Or will the broadcast simply become another
student-run and student-watched program,
lacking the new and individual spirit of fresh
faces?

